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MCA
(sEM. rr) THEORY EXAM.2A,4-1s

INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMATA
THEORY ANDLANGUAGES

Time:3 Hours] [Total Marks : 100

Note : Attemptthe questions as indicated.

Ql. Attemptanyl/bzrquestionsfromthefollowing : 5x4i0

a) Let L, and Lrbe two language sets then compute L, +
L2,if L2 = e (null sting).

b) Construct a NFA tha( accepts the set of all strings

containing at least two 0's where I = {0, f } .
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c) Dcfine aNFAandcompute its language.

d) Provethat(I11*)* :(11 + 111)*.

c) Construct a NFA with e -moves for the regular expres-

sion (01)*(Grl)*.

0 Show that ifl- is a regular language, then L" is regular for '

n20.

Q2. Attempt arry tw o questions from the following : - I 0x2:=-20

a) Defineregularexpression. Describethelanguagedenoted

bytheregularexpression(0+ 1)* 1* (0+ l)*.

b) Let l:{0,1} , thenprove thatL: {0i 1 li lj is a

multiple of i) is not regular.

c) Provethatcomplementofaregularlanguage is closed.
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Q3. Attcmptany two qaestionsfrom thclbllowing : 10x2 20

a) Findthc Cl;G forthc languagc L: {a'bi ck I i ='j ori' - k}.

b) Showthatthe language r: {0" 1'lm: n2} is not a CIrl,.

c) Show that the grammar is ambiguous and find an

equivalent unarnbiguous grammar.
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Q4. Attempt arry two questionsfibmthefollowing : l0x2:20

a) What is apush down automaton (PDA)? Describc thc

acceptance of a PDA.

b) Construct the PDA for the language I : {w wR I w in {0, \
I ) * ), where R stands for reverse string.

c) Prove that L = {a'b2'a'l , > 0} is not a CFL.
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Q5. Attempt any two qugstions fromthe following : t0x210

a) DrawatansitiondiagramforaTuringmachine accepting

the languag e { a'b' c' l, > 0} .

b) Write a shortnote ofiarry one ofthe following :

(i) Rice's Theorem

(ii) P and NP class ofproblems

c) Define the recursive enumerable language. Disprove that

the complement of a recursive enumerable language is

closed.
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